
Y&R, the agency contracted by the US Census Bureau, only 

purchased radio airtime on four Vermont radio stations and they 

were all centered in Chittenden County...
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Governor’s Complete Count Committee is eligible to use 

the Vermont Association of Broadcasters Public 

Education Partnership (PEP) program to supplement the 

agency investment to be sure hard to count populations 

outside of Chittenden County get the message about 

why it’s important to be counted.

Addison = 36,973
Bennington = 35,631
Caledonia = 30,302
Essex = 6,250
Franklin = 49,421

Grand Isle = 7,090
Lamoille = 25,300
Orange = 28,999
Orleans = 26,907

US Census County Population Estimates as of July 1, 2018 

Rutland = 58,672
Washington = 58,140
Windham = 42,756
Windsor = 55,286



HOW VAB’S PEP PROGRAM WORKS

HOW IS IT EFFECTIVE?

Commercial Television and Radio 
stations are flooded with PSAs 
everyday. Plus, to be on all of them, 
you have to reach out to each 
station individually. They air when 
time allows, never with consistent 
frequency or proof of performance.

With VAB’s PEP program, you send 
your PSA(s) to one person, they get 
scheduled to run with consistent 
frequency on almost all the 63 
commercial radio and 6 network 
television stations operating 
around the entire state of Vermont! 
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WHAT IS IT?

Vermont Association of 
Broadcasters offers a Public 
Education Partnership Program, 
or PEP for short. 

It is designed  to help non-profit 
organizations and government 
agencies who do not have a 
history of using radio or 
television to deliver their 
important public interest 
messages across the entire 
state of Vermont easily, 
effectively and affordably.

HOW IS IT AFFORDABLE?

Commercial Television and Radio 
stations donate airtime to the VAB, 
who in turn, make the airtime 
available to you on a “multiplier” 
basis, which means for every $1 in 
grant funding you invest, VAB 
delivers at least $4 of airtime 
value. 

VAB’s PEP Program guarantees 
you state-wide coverage and a 
4:1 return on your investment!



TARGETING YOUR MESSAGE

Who will see your message?

Virtually everyone who watches network 
TV or listens to commercial radio 
(including streaming) in the state of 
Vermont. 

Where will your message air?

On almost all of the 63 commercial radio 
stations (including their streams) and 6 
network television stations broadcasting in 
every part of the state.

When will your 
message air?

Since participation is voluntary, 
specific air dates and times will 
not be known until the end of 
each month. Contracts are 
entered on a Run Of Station 
(ROS) basis and experience has 
shown that PEP spots air 7 
days a week in various dayparts 
including drive times.
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How will you know your 
message aired?

At the end of each month, the VAB will 
supply an Excel Report with how many 
times your message(s) ran on which 
stations, along with affidavits showing 
exact times.

Why do stations participate?

The grant funding you invest enables the 
VAB to provide critical services to the 
stations like career advancement training, 
subsidies, regulatory compliance support, 
etc.



Reaching Addison & Bennington Counties
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Reaching Caledonia County
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Reaching Essex & Franklin Counties
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Reaching Grand Isle & Lamoille Counties
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Reaching Orange County
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Reaching Orleans County
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Reaching Rutland County - Part 1
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Reaching Rutland County - Part 2
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Reaching Washington County - Part 1
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Reaching Washington County - Part 2
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Reaching Windham County
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Reaching Windsor County
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▰ Approximate Timeline: March 15-April 15, 2020
▰ Length: 60 seconds, multiple versions equally rotated
▰ 35-40 radio stations broadcasting from every county except Chittenden
▰ Minimum of 22 messages on each station + streams
▰ $16,236 total minimum guaranteed airtime value
▰ $4,000 investment
▰ Minimum 4:1 return on investment guaranteed
▰ Copywriting & Production included

WHAT WILL IT COST?
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Contact: Wendy Mays, Executive Director, Vermont Association of 
Broadcasters   vab@vab.org |   (802) 233-0296   |    www.vab.org
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